SAMSUNG SDP-900DXR

Setting Up the Document Camera

1) Press the main lock button, raise the main arm, and turn the camera so the lens faces down, toward the stage.

2) Adjust the lights as necessary, pointing the lamps downward toward the stage.

Basic Operation using the Control Panel

#1 POWER the unit on and off.

#4 ZOOM out/in to reduce/enlarge the image size projected on the screen.

#7 AF adjusts the focus automatically.

#10 LAMP Press button to select desired light setting.
   - the upper lamps to be used for hardcopy documents, books, objects
   - the lower lightbox lamp to be used for clear transparencies
   - off - try the lamps completely off, perhaps if the paper is producing glare
Other controls on the panel

#2 FREEZE  Use this control to freeze the image on the screen. Press again to cancel.

#3 AWC  Use this control to have the unit automatically adjust color.

#5 APERTURE  Use this control to adjust the sharpness of the image.  
**Suggestion:** press for “ON” if the image is mostly words; “OFF” for images of mostly colorful pictures.

#6 ROTATE  Use this control to rotate the image being projected. Press repeatedly for 90 degrees, 180 degrees, 270 degrees, and 0 degrees. **Vertical (portrait) print material may look best if laid upon stage in horizontal (landscape) position and rotated to view.**

#8 MODE  The unit should always be set to XGA mode for best quality. Press the button to change the setting.

#9 INT/EXT  **Must** be set to INT. **If you are failing to see the image being projected, you may want to try pressing the button several times to cycle through the options.**

#11 IRIS -/+  Use this control to change the brightness, either to darken or lighten the appearance of image.